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Are We There Yet?

� X-Men 2: 1st weekend US box office in 
May 2003 was $85M

� X-Men 3: 1st weekend US box office in 
May 2006 was $120M

� Question #1: X-Men 3 was booked on 51 less 
screens than X-Men 2.  How did US exhibitors 
bring in a 50% increase in box office?

� Question #2: Could this increase in box office 
have been achieved with 100% digital cinema 
systems?
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If you believe the press�
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What the press hasn�t noticed�

Carmike
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Technology Adoption Curve
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D-Cinema Adoption
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What does the Mainstream Market say?

� �More attention has been paid to the technology than the 
business model.�

� �The technology is too expensive.�

� �The technology doesn�t match the operational capability 
of film.�

� �There is no certification � we have no guarantees when 
we buy-in.�

� �The lowest cost system solution is not being offered on 
the market.�
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Should the market be confident?

From DCI�s Digital Cinema System Specification v1.0,
page ii:

�Each DCI member company shall decide independently the 
extent to which it will utilize, or require adherence to, these 
specifications.�

Other issues:

DCI�s full security system � and the potential business 
issues that may accompany it � remains untested.
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What do Mainstream Exhibitors want?

� Fast movement of shows

� Automated loading of content and keys

� Integration with booking and point-of-sale systems

� Lowest cost system solution

With the exception of lack of certification, factors that can 
be solved with technology are driving business issues.
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Who leads the Early Majority market?
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NCM leads the Early Majority market

� Owned by Regal, AMC, 
& Cinemark

� ~14,500 screens

� With Cineplex deal, 
~15,750 screens

� Will seek new features 
and a lower price point
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Don�t forget the Late Majority�
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In Review

� Success in selling to Early Adopters does not guarantee 
success in selling to the Mainstream market.

� Digital cinema manufacturers have yet another round of 
design to go to insure that exhibitors are getting the 
features they want, and the lowest cost system solution.

� Business issues remain to be solved before market 
confidence improves.

� When will digital cinema succeed in attracting the 
mainstream market?  NCM says 2008.  
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